
 

Lane County Climate Advisory Committee 
September 24th, 2021 12:30 PM- 2:30 PM 

GoToWebinar 
Members Present: Amanda Astor, Commissioner Joe Berney, Haley Case-Scott, Dr. M Jackson, Tao 
Orion, Eloise Parish-Mueller, Rob Zako, Maya Buchanan 

Members Absent: Sarah Altemus-Pope, David Eisler, Stephan Aumuck 

Lane County Staff: Mark Nystrom, Cody Kleinsmith 

Introductions  12:30 PM 
Self-introductions   
Action Items 12:35 PM 
Approve July Minutes 

- Motioned by: Tao Orion 
- Seconded by: Amanda Astor 
- Vote: 6 Aye’s 

Public Comment 12:45 PM  
 Jim Neu 

- Disappointed in the August Forest subcommittee meeting. Discussion was focused on slash piles 
and “climate smart forest management”. The language should be shifted to climate smart forest 
management and the discussion to be pointed towards factual representations without undue 
influence from the timber industry. 

Debra McGee 
- Surprised that offsets were the first thing mentioned at the forestry subcommittee meeting to 

offset timber industries. Also surprised that wildfires were so dominant in the discussion as the 
larger source of pollution. Business as usual rhetoric that delays the transformation into the 
future is self-interested and not forward facing. Current timber practices are driving climate 
change. 

Michael Allen 
- As his last Parks Advisory Committee meeting there is a report that there is a delay on the 

installation of an electric vehicle charger at the arboretum. They will also be looking to expand 
to different parks next to key transportation corridors. He is inviting members of this committee 
to a November climate meeting to share their input with the PAC. Florence has expanded their 
efforts with a second hybrid vehicle recently purchased in the police force.   

CAC Member Response  
Response to Jim Neu 

- Terms always need to be defined and they can be defined in different context. Climate smart 
can be used with a definition, and there are resources to define uses of the phrase Climate 
Smart – Maya Buchanan 

 Climate Advisory Committee 
 Moving the County’s Climate Agenda Forward 



 
- Wondering if there are notes or a report for the subcommittee meetings. Response is yes from 

staff that recordings are available, and report will be coming soon. – Eloise Parish Mueller 
- Wanted to know who was making statements as “chair” during the subcommittee meeting. 

Response from staff was that Mark facilitates and Amanda works for timber industry, so the 
comment was likely pointed towards her. – Joe Berney 

 
Climate Resilience and Equity Task Force Update 1:05 PM 
 Haley Case-Scott and all 
Are summaries of the discussion available for the input to be shared with DLCD? – Maya Buchanan 

- It’s a living document, but it is helpful to hear how this could be used to inform cities as well as 
higher up at the state level. There is a current summary, but GEOS institute will be developing a 
more robust one that summarizes all of the input in a matrix from the 30-45 people. 

Related to wildfire specifically, wanted to remind the group that 2 committees are currently being made 
at the Oregon Department of Forestry as well as a risk map being made to help support the efforts. The 
map product is supposed to coming out by mid-2022. – Amanda Astor 
Seeking clarification on the nature of the data and the report that GEOS institute will be providing. – Joe 
Berney 

- The data will be qualitative and with support from contractors there will be compared in and 
wound more together to qualitative means. 

- Additional clarification from Maya that the DLCD is looking to expand the scope of the data they 
consider addressing the multitudes of impact that come from climate change. – Maya Buchanan 

- Joe Berney continuing to say that he would like to see these sorts of discussion be followed up 
with recommendations and action items that can pair the county actions with the findings. In 
addition, Joe Berney is advocating for looking for “a single solution for multiple things” where 
one solution addresses multiple impacts of climate change. 

- Eloise Parish Mueller wanted to clarify that the recommendation for net zero by 2040 does 
exist, it just hasn’t reached the County Commission. Haley Case Scott added that this 
commission has not yet voted on it, but that could be coming in the immediate future. 

Lane County Climate Action Plan GHG Mitigation Plan Update  1:35 PM 
 Mark Nystrom 
Joe Berney on Lane County GHG Inventory slide: 

- Clarifying that buildings means we have new building standards, or we retrofit. So, we need to 
focus on how we retrofit. 

- We need to electrify transportation, and we need that electricity from clean sources.  
- Carbon offsets are a thing, but they’re not something that actually impacts Lane County. The 

forestry industry emits a lot of carbon as we heard earlier, and how does that fit into this? 
o Response from Staff: There isn’t a good protocol that aims at county-wide inventories, 

so ours focuses largely on cities using best practices. 
Dr. M Jackson on Lane County GHG Inventory slide: 

- Encouraging staff to use more processes that measure GHG inventories and strategies for rural 
areas and other areas of the county other than the urban environments. Encouraging regardless 
of the matter of if the science is settled due to the nature of the research and the processes that 
continue to expand the field. 

- Joe Berney expanded to say that contractors should look into the above recommendations and 
add as many qualifiers to the data as needed, but to incorporate these acknowledgements 
regardless of how commonplace or accepted the practices might be. 



 
Amanda Astor on Lane County GHG Inventory slide: 

- Within the forestry subcommittee we have discussed working in with the Oregon Global 
Warming Commission and ODF climate plan and other plans to incorporate those sectors 
(forestry and agriculture) in with GHG inventories locally. 

Rob Zako on Reductions in Transportation Sector 
- We consistently see that transportation is the top contributor for climate change. I’d like to gain 

some clarity on the mass transit being only 1% of the emissions, as that seems low compared to 
other numbers I’ve seen. This committee should be making recommendations to LTD during this 
current transition period they are in, and try to ensure that climate change is weighted highly in 
their future operations. 

Tao Orion 
- Offering to help pull together resources with building in agricultural climate impacts into the 

plan. 
 
Oregon Department of Energy Solar Energy Program   
 Maya had an unavoidable conflict and was unable to provide the update at this meeting. The CAC 
will discuss rescheduling. She add invite the CAC to visit the Oregon Department of Energy webpage on 
energy generation and storage: https://www.oregon.gov/energy/Incentives/Pages/Solar-Storage-
Rebate-Program.aspx  
 
CAC Member Updates & Announcements  
Amanda Astor Forestry Subcommittee Update 

- 2 meetings so far with several members, without a designated chair and in a more collaborative 
environment. David had put together a draft document that looked at background, goals, and 
recommendations. Figuring out the scope of the recommendations and what practices and 
sideboards need to be present in the recommendations. Discussion also of bringing on a forester 
in Lane County focusing in on these topics and strategies. 

Haley Case Scott on Next Meetings 
- Bringing an action item on 2040 net zero goal to the County Commission. This discussion may be 

had next steering committee meeting. 
- Revisiting bylaws as they currently stand and potentially change the terms of the chair and sub-

chair. 
o Rob Zako expanding to say that perhaps the bylaws should be relaxed so as to remove 

these awkward situations in the future. 
Motion: Direct Haley Case Scott work with Staff to amend bylaws and ensure that new appointments to 
the board are made as quick as possible to avoid having a gap. 

- Motioned by: Rob Zako 
- Seconded by: Dr. M Jackson 
- Vote: 7 Aye’s 

 
Haley also announced that she would be stepping down after the October meeting.  
 
Chair Case Scott adjourned the meeting.  
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